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• Sandstone–rich succession
• Triassic aged
• Regional variations in thickness
• Semi-arid; with fluvial & aeolian affinity –

stratigraphy is largely based on the dominance 
of fluvial/aeolian processes

• Designated principal aquifer by the 
Environment Agency

• At rockhead/very shallow across most of the 
Midlands

• Oil & Gas producing

INTRO

Sherwood Sandstone



Sherwood Sandstone

INTRO
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Thurstaston Common, Wirral



• Deformation bands…• Deformation bands…
A sedimentologist’s perspective
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Why are there 
fractures in my 

lovely 
sandstones?
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Intro: Deformation Bands
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Griffiths et al. 2016 
determined Cataclastic 
bands with simple shearFigures from Fossen et al. 2007

Introduction Deformation Bands

KINEMATICALLY DEFORMATION MECHANISM



Deformation Bands

• Sub-seismic - often occur in fault 
damage zones

• Very commonly permeability 
reducing features – with variation 
along bands

• Complex to simple geometries

---

• 27 prominent papers on 
deformation bands in the field 
outcrop

• Of these only two (~7%) aren’t in 
aeolian successions*

Is this a selection bias? 8

RATIONALE



In-situ testing

DEFORMATION BANDS
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• Non-destructive testing 
using a mini-permeameter 

• Results likely 
overexaggerated due to 
surface position & 
weathering….

• ..however, results are 
inline with other published 
works

All 91 permeability readings on deformation bands were less than host rock
~50% were ≥3 orders of magnitude less permeable than the host rock



Factors known linked to the formation of deformation:

DEFORMATION BANDS
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• grain size
• grain sorting
• grain/clast composition (mineralogy)
• grain/clast roundness
• porosity
• burial depth
• lithification
• amount and duration of stress
• pressure exerted by porefluids during deformation

Primary
Sedimentological

Secondary
‘Stuff’



Helsby Hill

CASE STUDY
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Delamere SDST Mbr
(Helsby SDST Frm) Thurstaston SDST Mbr

(Wilmslow SDST Frm)
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Impact of deformation bands

DEFORMATION BANDS

14Increasing impact

Not just the frequency of deformation bands that’s important



Dune vs. Interdune

AEOLIAN LITHOFACIES
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Dune vs. Interdune

AEOLIAN LITHOFACIES
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The susceptibility 
of duneforms to 
deformation 
bands could 
have variable 
‘bulk-scale’ 
impacts based 
on dune –
interdune type 
(individually and 
as a train) 

Barchan Parabolic Oblique Transverse

Linear (seif) Barchanoid Star Dome



Dune vs. Interdune

AEOLIAN LITHOFACIES
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Source: Mountney, 2006

• Bedforms & interdunes 
occur at a variety of 
scales

• Variation occurs spatially 
& temporally

• Interdune composition 
can also be highly 
variably 



Dune vs. Interdune

AEOLIAN LITHOFACIES
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• Aeolian lithofacies hosted >90% bands

• Sedimentology of aeolian systems is likely important
to deformation band formation & impacts

• Deformation bands >12 mm thick were on average 1
to 2 orders of magnitude longer than those <12 mm

• Observed transition to ‘open fractures’ when passing
between aeolian to fluvial lithofacies types

• The presence of deformation bands may be beneficial

Wakefield OJW., Hough E., Hennissen JAI., Thompson J., Catherine C., Parkes D. (in
press) Lithofacies control on the formation of deformation bands: an example from the
Sherwood Sandstone Group (Induan–Anisian, Lower Triassic) in western England. AAPG
Bulletin, DOI:10.1306/02032218027.



Human 
vs. 

Geological
timescale

FOOD FOR THOUGHT….
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